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After many physical and mental obstacles, the team arrived at Mt. Sinai and climbed to 
the summit at 2am on March 31st.  After watching the sunrise, they hiked down to the 

base of the mountain, meeting Latif Yahia and Mohammad Alarjah who were too 
exhausted to make the climb.  Together, the team planted the olive tree they had carried 

with them since Jerusalem, a symbol of peace they intended to plant in Tripoli, had their   
Israeli team members not been denied entry into Libya.    
 

The team of 8 (Yahya Wardak left the group one week earlier) affectionately named the 
tree “Oliver” and planted him in a garden of fruit trees at the foot of Mount Sinai, where 

Moses received the Ten Commandments from God.  Mohammad Alarjah and Galit Oren 
put the olive tree in the earth and the 8 team members plus Founder Heskel Nathaniel 
and Director of Operations Adam Rice, took turns shoveling soil on its roots. 

  
Standing around the tree, Neda Sarmast read a declaration for peace that the team had 

written together and signed with their names.  The declaration is written from the point  
of view of the tree:  
  

For thousands of years, since beginning of humanity, I have represented peace 
among people. As I stand here today, after my long journey across the Sahara 

desert in search of a new home to spread my roots, I invite you to join my 
worthy cause.  Standing beside my fellow 8 travelers and messengers for peace 
from various countries and religions, my promise to them is to continue their 

quest for inner and global peace by giving birth to new seeds of peace for future 
generations. 

 
Their message to the world is a simple one: “if not me, then who?” 

 
Gil Fogiel buried two items with tree's roots to protect their symbol of peace, during what 
they hope will be many years of life: a Hamsa hand good luck symbol and the torn and 

tattered Breaking the Ice flag that group has flown from one of two 1960s-era German 
fire trucks they have traveled in throughout the journey. 

 
Oliver, the tree, sits next to the path that people must take to climb to the summit of Mt. 
Sinai. The caretakers of the garden promised to give free olives and olive oil from the  

 tree to all to all that walk along the path.  
  

“Having cast a stone of peace into a sea of conflict, this group must now wait to see just 
how far the ripples will travel," states Gil Fogiel. 
 

For more information, please visit: www.breakingtheice.org  
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